Industrial Scientific Launches The Monitor, a Blog Focused on Gas Detection Education

The Monitor blog covers topics ranging from gas detector training to safety culture and emerging technologies.

PITTSBURGH, PA – 16 August 2016 – Industrial Scientific, the global leader in gas detection, today introduced a new blog featuring expert content on topics ranging from gas detector education to industry trends and new technologies. In addition to publishing helpful articles, The Monitor’s expert authors will answer reader-submitted questions on the blog.

The Monitor is an expansion of Industrial Scientific’s AskDave blog, which began in July 2011. After several successful years, the blog will now feature a broad range of gas detection experts and a new look and feel. Readers are encouraged to subscribe to the blog’s newsletter, which includes a monthly roundup of recent articles.

“We want our blog to be an easy-to-use reference tool especially for people who are using their mobile phones or tablets. Short articles that answer their gas detection questions, provide best practices, and tell them what’s new will help to improve overall safety in the workplace,” said Tom Henson, vice president, marketing.

Examples of recent posts on The Monitor include:

- Where Do You Wear Your Gas Detector?
- One Size Fits All Gas Detection - The Wrong Prescription
- New Confined Spaces in Construction Standard - Frequently Asked Questions

“We know that most people who are required to use gas detectors are experts in other areas. We want to make learning the basics of gas detection as simple and convenient as possible,” said Justin McElhattan, president and CEO.

Readers may visit and subscribe to The Monitor at www.indsci.com/the-monitor-blog.

About Industrial Scientific Corporation

As the global leader in gas detection, Industrial Scientific provides gas detection products and services that keep workers safe in hazardous environments. The company’s more than 700 employees in 25 countries are committed to preserving human life, and have dedicated their careers to ending death on the job in this century. Established in 1985 and headquartered in Pittsburgh (USA), Industrial Scientific also has operations based in Arras (France) and Shanghai (China), and provides technical services to customers from local service centers around the world. Industrial Scientific is the parent company to Predictive Solutions Corporation (www.predictivesolutions.com). For more information, visit www.indsci.com.
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